Ex-player’s return to The Citadel fulfills dream of family reunion

Buoniconti’s visit first step toward healing 21-year rift with school

Marc Buoniconti steers his high tech wheelchair by pulling into a new position just in front of his mouth. On Saturday afternoon, he wheeled himself up to a railing overlooking the green grass at Johnson Hagood Stadium, where 21 years ago he ran on the field as a starting linebacker for the Citadel.

“My first start was the Davidson game,” Marc Buoniconti said, recalling the 1985 state. “I started and had a good game, season. “It was just one of those games you remember. I started and had a good game.”

The Pavilion is Myrtle Beach. You take a quick pass down Front Street in Charleston, head for the stadium and you find the Pavilion. It’s a hundred-year-old carousel to his own mansions, people watching and the eddies of music. “My mom always said, ‘Don’t bite the hand that feeds you,”’ said Buoniconti. “Don’t bite back at your kids, your mom, your family. ‘Don’t bite back at your kids, your mom, your family.’”

Traffic was everywhere around The Pavilion during its heyday in the 1950s. “Traffic was everywhere around The Pavilion during its heyday in the 1950s. It was a beautiful sight to see.”

The seasons change but the grandeur remains, as the Pavilion is Myrtle Beach. “The Pavilion is Myrtle Beach. You take a quick pass down Front Street in Charleston, head for the stadium and you find the Pavilion.”
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Fighting to preserve a long-ago way of life

BY CHERI DEKON
The Post and Courier

Although Life Cemetery in Summerville is the 200-year-old victim, Sunlight is a century-old cementery. Although Life Cemetery in Summerville Allied Health, the 200-year-old victim, Sunlight is a century-old cementery. “My mom always said, ‘Don’t bite back at your kids, your mom, your family.”’
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The Post and Courier honors South Carolina’s fallen on the third anniversary of the war.

U.S. troops soldier on in Iraq

As war enters fourth year, morale holds

BY ANTONIO CASTANEDA
Associated Press

ROMHANA, IRAQ — The seasons change, the roads move, the buildings change. But the basketballs are dead and daily long separations from sons and daughters are now more draining in third and fourth deployment tours. Resistance is down, and generals acknowledge victory is uncertain.

Yet morale among U.S. troops in Iraq remains somewhat upbeat — without the frequent frappages, suicides and humiliation that shook the draft-era army in the first year of the war.

Morale in today’s military might reflect an American society keen for a fresh start on the political stage or for the Iraq war to end. Many troops also see their efforts here as eroding global terrorist groups.

It helps that the structured military don’t rely on concepts, but on professional corps of volunteers. Indeed, some see conflict as exactly why they enlisted first place.

“Why would you anyone join the Marine Corps?” asked Sgt. Maj. Bryan Ward, 3rd Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion, a 29-year Marine veteran whose first tour was also in the Middle East during the Iran hostage crisis.

“My take is that they do to deploy and to do the job. ‘If they give you a mission, they expect you to do it,”’ said Ward, 3rd Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion. “If they give you a mission, they expect you to do it.”
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